












































































































Division Group Class Sub-Class OFFENSE DESCRIPTIONS

SECTION 02 - ACTS CAUSING HARM OR 

INTENDING TO CAUSE HARM 

 TO THE PERSON

0201 Assaults and threats

Use of force to cause injury or harm or the threat to cause injury or

harm.

02011 Assault 

Intentional or reckless application of physical force inflicted upon the

body of a person.

020111 Serious assault

Intentional or reckless application of serious physical force inflicted

upon the body of a person resulting in serious bodily injury.

This class includes inflicting grievous bodily harm; wounding;

aggravated assault; inflicting bodily harm under aggravating

circumstances; battery; acid attacks; female genital mutilation;

poisoning; assault with a weapon; and forced sterilization.

This class excludes:

Threat to inflict serious bodily injury (020121)

Torture (11011)

Serious assault leading to death (0101)

All injurious acts of a sexual nature (03)

Using force to take property (04)

Using threat of force to demand a particular course of action from a

person (0205)

0201111 Cattle rustling with serious physical injuries

0201112 Coercing the execution of deeds with intentional mutilation and

serious physical injuries

0201113 Hazing resulting in less and serious physical injuries/mutilation of

organ

0201114 Intentional mutilation of organ essential and not essential for

reproduction

0201115 Robbery with intentional mutilation/serious physical injuries 

0201116 Tumultuous affray or gang wars resulting in less and serious

physical injuries

0201117 Unlawful importation and removal of goods from Customs Custody

with serious physical injuries

0201119 Other acts of serious assault, n.e.c.

020112 Minor assault

Intentional or reckless application of minor physical force inflicted

upon the body of a person resulting in no injury or minor bodily 

This class includes inflicting minor bodily harm; simple assault;

pushing; slapping; kicking; hitting; drugging; and spiking.
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This class excludes:

Threat to inflict minor bodily injury (020122)

Threat to inflict serious bodily injury (020121)

Torture (11011)

Serious assault leading to death (0101)

All injurious acts of a sexual nature (03)

Using force to take property (04)

Using threat of force to demand a particular course of action from a

person (0205)

0201121 Maltreatment 

0201122 Slight physical injuries 

0201123 Hazing resulting in slight physical injuries 

0201129 Other acts of minor assault, n.e.c.

02012 Threat

Any type of threatening behavior if it is believed that the threat could

be enacted.

This group excludes:

Using threat of force to demand a particular course of action from a

person (0205)

Threatening a witness, justice or law enforcement official (08061)

Threatening voters to influence their vote (08071)

Threat of force to take property (0401)

All injurious acts of sexual nature (03)

Recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of

persons through the threat of force for exploitation (0204)

020121 Serious threat

Threat with the intention to cause death or serious harm.

This group includes threatening death or serious injury, threatening

the death or serious injury of a family member, friend or another

person.

0201211 Grave threats

0201212 Placing the woman or her child in fear of imminent physical harm

0201213 Threatening homicide/murder/parricide/mutilation of organ/less and

serious physical injuries to the woman or her child

0201219 Other acts of serious threats, n.e.c.

020122 Minor threat

Threat with the intention to cause minor harm.

This group includes threatening minor injury, threatening minor

injury to a family member or friend.

0201221 Light threats

0201222 Other light threats

0201223 Threatening slight physical injuries to the woman or her child

0201229 Other minor threat, n.e.c.
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02019 020190 Other assaults or threats

Acts causing or threatening injury or harm not described or

classified in categories 02011-02012.

0201901 Attempting to cause physical harm to the woman or her child 

0201902 Committing violence against an Ambassador or Minister of a foreign

State 

0201909 Other assaults or threats, n.e.c.

0202 Acts against liberty

Taking away or limiting the movement or liberty of a person.

This class excludes:

Slavery and exploitation (0203)

TIP (0204)

Acts against freedom or control of expression (0803)

All acts of a sexual nature (03)

02021 Abduction of a minor

Unlawfully taking away, concealing or detaining a minor from their

legal guardian or custodial parent.

This includes international parental abduction and domestic parental

abduction.

020211 0202110 Parental abduction

Abduction of a minor by a parent who does not have exclusive

custody.

020212 0202120 Abduction by another family member

Abduction of a minor by another family member who is not a parent

and does not have exclusive custody.

020213 0202130 Abduction by a legal guardian

Abduction of a minor by a legal guardian who is not a parent or

another family member and does not have exclusive custody.

020219 0202190 Other abduction of a minor

This includes failing to return a minor.

02022 Deprivation of liberty

Unlawful detainment of a person or persons against their will.

020221 Kidnapping
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Unlawful detainment and taking away of a person or persons

against their will (including through the use of force, threat, fraud or

enticement) for the purpose of demanding an illicit gain, any other

economic gain or other material benefit for their liberation, or in

order to oblige someone to do or not to do something.

This class includes kidnapping; express kidnapping

This class excludes:

Abduction of a minor (02021)

TIP (0204)

Illegal adoption (020291)

Taking a hostage (020222)

0202211 Kidnapping for ransom

0202212 Kidnapping a minor for any purpose

0202213 Highway robbery with kidnapping

0202219 Other acts of kidnapping, n.e.c.

020222 Illegal restraint

Unlawful detainment of a person or persons against their will

(including through the use of force, threat, fraud or enticement),

where the person  is not transported to a different location.

This class includes hostage taking; false imprisonment; unlawful

deprivation of liberty; unlawful detainment; and force appearance.

This class excludes:

Abduction of a minor (02021)

TIP (0204)

Illegal adoption (020291)

Forced marriage (020292)

Unlawfully detaining a person for the purposes of demanding an 

illicit gain for their liberation (020221)

0202221 Arbitrary detention 

0202222 Delaying delivery of detained persons to the proper judicial 

0202223 Delaying release of detained persons 

0202224 Enforced or involuntary disappearance 

0202225 Detention without judicial warrant of arrest beyond the allowable

period

0202226 Serious illegal detention/for ransom

0202227 Establishing or maintaining a secret detention and or causing

prohibited detention

0202228 Violation of right of access to communication

0202229 Other acts of illegal restraint, n.e.c

020223 0202230 Hijacking

Unlawful seizure of a vehicle together with its passengers through

the use of force or threat of force.
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This class includes hijacking of an aircraft, car, bus, ship or other

motor vehicles.

This class excludes:

Electronic or communication-related hijacking (0903)

Violence, detention, rape or depredation committed for private ends

by the crew or the passengers of a private ship or aircraft directed

on the high seas against another ship, aircraft or against persons or

property on board a ship or aircraft (11012)

Theft of a motor vehicle or other types of theft (0502)

Robbery (0401)

020229 Other deprivation of liberty

0202291 Consented abduction (of a virgin woman over 12 yrs. old but under

18 yrs. old with lewd design)

0202292 Forcible abduction (of a woman at any age with lewd design)

0202293 Furnishing place for slight illegal detention

0202294 Slight illegal detention

0202295 Unlawful arrest

0202296 Unlawful detention of patient for non-payment of medical bills

0202299 Other acts of deprivation of liberty, n.e.c.

02029 Other acts against liberty

020291 Illegal adoption

Unlawfully adopting a child and/or unlawfully arranging, facilitating or

controlling a child for the purposes of adoption.

This class includes adoption fraud; illegal adoption

This class excludes:

Abduction of a minor (02021)

TIP (0204)

Taking a hostage (20222)

0202911 Illegal domestic adoption

0202912 Illegal inter-country adoption

0202913 Fictitious registration of birth of a child

0202914 Placing a child for adoption without proper certification

0202919 Other acts of illegal adoption, n.e.c.

020292 0202920 Forced marriage

Marriage without valid consent or with consent as a result of

intimidation, force, fraud, coercion, threat, deception, use of drugs

or alcohol, abuse of power or of a position of vulnerability.

This class includes forced marriage, child marriage.

This class excludes:

Abduction of a minor (02021)
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TIP (0204)

Taking a hostage (20222)

Slavery and exploitation (0203)

020299 0202990 Other acts against liberty, n.e.c.

This class excludes:

Abduction of a minor (02021)

TIP (0204)

Taking hostage (020222)

Slavery and exploitation (0203)

0203 Slavery and exploitation

Taking away or limiting the movement of a person for the purposes

of exploitation for financial or other gain not amounting to TIP.

02031 020310 Slavery

Unlawful capture, acquisition or disposal of a person with intent to

reduce the person to a status or condition over which any or all of

the powers attaching to the right of ownership are exercised; all acts

involved in the acquisition of a slave with a view to selling or

exchanging the person; all acts of disposal by sale or exchange of a

slave acquired with a view to being sold or exchanged, and every

act of trade or transport in slaves.

This class includes slavery; debt bondage; bonded labor or

servitude; involuntary servitude.

This class excludes:

Unlawful work or service which exacted from any person under the

menace of any penalty and for which the person has not offered

himself voluntarily (02032)

Trafficking in Person (TIP) (0204)

Sexual exploitation (0302)

Forced marriage (020292)

Acts violating labor laws (0808)

0203101 Slavery

0203102 Child slavery and similar practices 

0203103 Exploitation of child labor

0203104 Placing a domestic worker under debt bondage

0203109 Other acts of slavery, n.e.c.

02032 Forced labor

Unlawful work or service which is exacted from any person under

the menace of any penalty and for which the person has not offered

themselves voluntarily.

020321 0203210 Forced labor for domestic services
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This class includes compelling service as domestic servant for

payment of debt .

This class excludes:

Slavery (02031)

Trafficking in person (TIP) for forced labor or services (02042)

Trafficking in person (TIP) (0204)

Sexual exploitation (0302)

Forced marriage (020292)

Acts violating labor laws (0808)

020322 0203220 Forced labor for industrial services

Forced labor to provide services for industry. This class includes

forced labor in agriculture, construction, manufacturing,

entertainment, fisheries, sweatshops, farms.

This class includes compelling service as farm laborer for payment

of debt 

020323 0203230 Forced labor for the State or armed forces

Forced labor to provide services for the State or armed forces. This

class includes unlawful labor in labor camp.

This class excludes conscripting or enlisting child soldiers (110135).

020329 0203290 Other forced labor, n.e.c.

This class includes forced begging.

02039 020390 0203900 Other acts of slavery and exploitation

0204 Trafficking in persons (TIP)

Recruitment, transportation, transfer, harboring or receipt of

persons, by means of the threat or use of force or other forms of

coercion, of abduction, of fraud, of deception, of the abuse of power

or of a position of vulnerability or of the giving or receiving of

payments or benefits to achieve the consent of a person having

control over another person, for the purpose of exploitation.

Exploitation shall include, at minimum, the exploitation of the

prostitution of others or other forms of sexual exploitation, forced

labor or services, slavery or practices similar to slavery, servitude or

the removal of organs.

This division excludes:

Slavery (02031)

Forced labor (02032)

Acts violating labor laws (0808)

Forced marriage (020292)

All injurious acts of a sexual nature (03)

Assaults and threats (0201)

Acts against liberty (0202)

Acts against public order sexual standards (0802)
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Smuggling of migrants and other migration offenses (0805).

02041 020410 Trafficking in persons (TIP) for sexual exploitation

This group includes, TIP for sexual exploitation; TIP for the

exploitation of the prostitution of others; TIP for commercial sexual

exploitation

0204101 Adopting or facilitating the adoption of persons or adopting person

by any form of consideration for prostitution, pornography, or sexual

exploitation

0204102 Maintaining or hiring a person to engage in prostitution or

pornography

0204103 Recruiting, transporting, transferring, harboring, providing or

receiving a person for prostitution, pornography or sexual

exploitation 0204104 Undertaking or organizing tourism packages to utilize or offer

persons for prostitution, pornography and sexual exploitation

0204109 Other acts of trafficking in persons for sexual exploitation, n.e.c.

02042 020420 Trafficking in persons (TIP) for forced labor or services

This group includes, Trafficking in persons (TIP) for forced labor;

Trafficking in persons (TIP) for slavery or similar practices;

Trafficking in persons (TIP) or indentured servitude; and Trafficking

in persons (TIP) for domestic work.

0204201 Adopting or facilitating the adoption of persons or adopting a

persons by any form of consideration for forced labor, slavery,

involuntary servitude or debt bondage

0204202 Destroying, concealing, removing, confiscating or possessing

passport, immigration or work permit of a person to maintain his/her

labor or services

0204203 Introducing or matching a Filipino woman to a foreign national for

marriage, for a consideration, to engage in forced labor, slavery,

involuntary servitude or debt bondage

0204204 Knowingly benefiting or using the labor or services of a person

under involuntary servitude, forced labor or slavery

0204205 Offering or contracting marriage to a person to engage him/her in

forced labor or slavery, involuntary servitude or debt bondage

0204206 Recruiting, transporting, transferring, harboring, providing or

receiving a person for forced labor, slavery, involuntary servitude or

debt bondage

0204209 Other acts of trafficking in persons for forced labor or services,

n.e.c.

02043 020430 0204300 Trafficking in persons (TIP) for organ removal

Recruiting, hiring, adopting, transporting or abducting a person for

removal or sale of his/her organs

This group excludes:

Acts that endanger health (02061)

Acts against health and safety (0902)
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02044 Trafficking in persons (TIP) for other purposes

This group includes:

020441 Trafficking in persons (TIP) for child trafficking

0204411 Child trafficking

0204412 Attempting to commit child trafficking 

0204419 Other acts of  trafficking in persons for child trafficking, n.e.c.

020442 Trafficking in persons (TIP) for committing crimes

0204421 Accessory and accomplice in offenses involving trafficking in 

0204422 Attempted trafficking in persons

0204423 Organizing or directing other persons to commit trafficking in 

0204424 Producing, printing, issuing or distributing tampered or fake

certificates, decals and other markers

0204425 Trafficking to exploit children

0204426 Using trafficked persons 

0204427 Adopting or facilitating the adoption of persons for prostitution,

pornography, sexual exploitation, forced labor, slavery, involuntary

servitude or debt bondage

0204428 Adopting persons by any form of consideration for prostitution,

pornography, or sexual exploitation

0204429 Other acts of  trafficking in persons for committing crimes, n.e.c.

020443 Trafficking in persons (TIP) for forced marriage

0204431 Introducing or matching a Filipino woman to a foreign national for

marriage, for a consideration, to engage in prostitution,

pornography, or sexual exploitation 

0204432 Offering or contracting marriage to a person to engage him/her in

prostitution, pornography, or sexual exploitation

0204439 Other  acts of trafficking in persons for forced marriage, n.e.c.

0205 Coercion

Demanding a particular course of action through the use of force,

threat, intimidation, threat to reveal compromising information, or

threat of defamation. This group includes coercion, extortion and

blackmail.

02051 020510 Extortion or blackmail

Intentional or reckless application of physical force inflicted upon the

body of a person. 

This class includes extortion of persons, businesses or institutions.

This class excludes:

Procuring sexual acts under coercion and any injurious acts of a

sexual nature (03)

Taking property through the use of force threat or threat of force

(0401)

TIP (0204)

Slavery and exploitation (0203)
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Assaults and threats (0201)

Acts intended to cause fear or emotional distress (0207)
Threatening a witness, justice or law enforcement official (08061)

Threatening voters to influence their vote (08071)

Defamation or insult (0209)

0205101 Grave coercion 

0205102 Threatening to publish or offer to prevent publication for

compensation 

0205103 Extortion or willful oppression by Bureau of Internal Revenue

officials, agents, or employees and under color of law

0205104 Coercing an architect to perform professional services without prior

written contract

0205105 Coercing a pharmacist to compound or dispense medical and

pharmaceutical products

0205109 Other acts of extortion or blackmail, n.e.c.

02059 020590 Other acts of coercion

0205901 Attempting to compel or compelling the woman or her child to

engage in or desist from a particular conduct

0205902 Coercing, influencing, abetting or persuading to misclassify, survey

forest lands without authority

0205903 Interfering with or coercing public health and social worker/teacher

in the exercise of his or her rights

0205904 Coercing the execution of deeds

0205905 Light coercion 

0205909 Other acts of coercion, n.e.c.

0206 Negligence

Bodily harm or potential for bodily harm from a person’s negligent,

reckless or careless behavior.

This group excludes:

Manslaughter caused by negligence (01032)

Causing bodily harm or leading to bodily harm as a result of a

Dangerous Act (0207)

02061 Negligence in situations of persons under care

Bodily harm or potential for bodily harm from a legally obligated or

responsible person’s negligence towards their duty to care.

020611 Negligence in situations of children under care

This class includes neglect of a child under care; child neglect; child

abandonment.

This class excludes:

Manslaughter caused by negligence (01032)

Causing bodily harm or leading to bodily harm as a result of a

Dangerous Act (0207)
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0206111 Abandonment of minor

0206112 Delivering a child to a person following a dangerous calling or to a

habitual vagrant or beggar

0206113 Employing descendants under  in dangerous exhibitions

0206114 Unauthorized delivery of minor to a public institution or other

persons

0206115 Indifference of parents

0206119 Other acts of negligence in situations of children under care, n.e.c.

020612 0206120 Negligence in situations of other dependent persons under care

Bodily harm or potential for bodily harm inflicted upon a dependent

adult person due to a legally obligated or responsible person’s

negligence towards their duty to care.

It includes neglect of elderly persons, neglect of an adult person

under care, neglect of an elderly person under care and

abandonment of an elderly person requiring care.

This class excludes:

Manslaughter caused by negligence (01032)

Causing bodily harm or leading to bodily harm as a result of a

Dangerous Act (0207).

020619 0206190 Other acts of negligence in situations of persons under care, n.e.c.

Bodily harm or potential for bodily harm due to a legally obligated or

responsible person’s negligence towards their duty to care. 

This class includes negligence related to family, violation of

obligations towards family, and failure to provide for the needs of a

servant/apprentice.

This class excludes negligence related to taking proper care of pets

(10091).

02062 020620 0206200 Professional negligence

Bodily harm or potential for bodily harm caused by a person’s failure

to perform the professional duty that a reasonable person in this

profession would perform.

This class includes unsafe practices and procedures causing HIV

infection.

This class excludes:

Professional negligence leading to death (010322)

Manslaughter caused by negligence (01032)

Causing bodily harm or leading to bodily harm as a result of a

Dangerous Act (0207)

02063 020630 0206300 Negligence related to driving a vehicle
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Bodily harm or potential for bodily harm due to negligent, reckless or

careless behavior while in control of a vehicle.

This class includes violation of the Children's Safety on Motorcycles

Act of 2015 resulting in serious or less serious physical injuries 

This class excludes:

Criminal negligence of pilots, boat captains and other professional

operators of vehicles (02062)

Operating a vehicle under the influence of psychoactive substances

(02072)

Causing the death of a person by negligent driving (010321)

Professional negligence leading to death (010322)

Manslaughter caused by negligence (01032)

Causing bodily harm or leading to bodily harm as a result of a

dangerous act (0207)

02069 020690 Other acts of negligence

This class includes failure to offer aid to an injured person; negligent

pedestrian offenses.

This class excludes:

Manslaughter caused by negligence (01032)

Causing bodily harm or leading to bodily harm as a result of

dangerous act (0207)

0206901 Abandonment of one’s own victim 

0206902 Abandonment of persons in danger 

0206903 Reckless imprudence 

0206904 Simple imprudence or negligence 

0206909 Other acts of negligence, n.e.c.

0207 Dangerous acts

Bodily harm or potential for bodily harm caused by a person’s

dangerous behavior or act carried out with the knowledge that the

act has potential to cause harm.

02071 Acts that endanger health

Endangering health and/or having the potential to endanger health

as a result of a dangerous act.

This class includes adulteration of food or medicine; sale of noxious

food or drink; unlawful procurement, sale or distribution of glue,

solvents or other substances with the potential to abuse by

intoxication; and criminal transmission of HIV/AIDS.

This class excludes:

Harming the health of a person through neglect of professional duty

(02062)

Forging medicine and prescriptions of goods (07022)
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020711 0207110 Adultering or misbranding of health, food and pharmaceutical

products

020712 0207120 Altering, mutilating, destroying, obliterating or removing label of

health, food pharmaceutical products

020713 0207130 Unlawful introduction into commerce of hazardous and mislabeled

substance of health, food and pharmaceutical products

020714 0207140 Refusing to have dog placed under observation, vaccinated,

registered and immunized

020715 Manufacturing, importing, exporting, selling, distributing, using or

promoting health products

0207151 Manufacturing, importing, exporting, selling, distributing, using or

promoting adulterated or misbranded health products

0207152 Selling, importing, exporting, distributing or transferring of expired

health products

0207153 Selling an expired drug or device 

0207154 Selling acetic acid in stores selling foodstuff

0207155 Unlawful sale to the public of veterinary biologics and medicinal

preparations

020719 Other acts that endanger health

0207191 Bringing live fish without negative cyanide testing 

0207192 Unauthorized planting, gathering or selling of poisonous plants

0207193 Unauthorized construction of works producing dangerous or noxious

substances

0207194 Violation of Domestic Animal Disease Prevention and Control Act

0207195 Illegal detachment of human organs from a person dying due to

dangerous communicable disease

0207196 Dispensing abortives

0207199 Other acts that endanger health, n.e.c.

02072 Operating a vehicle under the influence of psychoactive

substances

Operating a vehicle under the influence of psychoactive substances

or other controlled drugs and causing bodily harm or the potential

for bodily harm to a person.

This group includes causing injury while driving or operating a

vehicle under the influence of alcohol or drugs; driving under the

influence of alcohol; causing an accident under the influence of

alcohol; and driving under the influence of illicit drugs; causing

accident under the influence of illicit drugs

This class excludes:

Unlawful acts involving alcohol (0602)

Causing death by operating a vehicle under the influence of

psychoactive substances (010321)

Non-injurious traffic violations (0907)

Unlawful acts involving controlled drugs or precursors (0601)
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Joyriding or other illegal use of a motor vehicle (050212)

Negligence related to operating a vehicle (02063)

020721 Operating a vehicle under the influence of alcohol

Operating a vehicle under the influence of alcohol and causing

bodily harm or the potential for bodily harm to a person.

0207211 Driving under the influence of alcohol

0207212 Driving under the influence of alcohol resulting in physical injuries 

0207219 Other acts of operating a vehicle under the influence of alcohol,

n.e.c.

020722 Operating a vehicle under the influence of illicit drugs

Operating a vehicle under the influence of illicit drugs and causing

bodily harm or the potential for bodily harm to a person.

0207221 Driving under the influence of dangerous drugs

0207222 Driving under the influence of dangerous drugs resulting in physical

injuries 

0207229 Other acts of operating a vehicle under the influence of illicit drugs,

n.e.c.

020729 Operating a vehicle under the influence of other psychoactive

substances

Operating a vehicle under the influence of other psychoactive

substances and causing bodily harm or potential for bodily harm to a

person.

0207291 Driving under the influence of substances similar to alcohol or

prohibited drugs

0207292 Driving under the influence of substances similar to alcohol or

prohibited drugs resulting in physical injuries 

0207299 Other acts operating a vehicle under the influence of other

psychoactive substances, n.e.c.

02079 020790 Other dangerous acts

0207901 Employing children dangerous exhibitions/dangerous feat of

balancing, physical strength or contortion

0207902 Inducing a child to abandon home to follow persons in dangerous

callings or accompany a habitual vagrant or beggar

0207903 Interfering with a crewmember's or flight attendant's performance of

duties and jeopardizing the safety of an aircraft or of persons or

property 

0207904 Delivering or causing to be delivered to an aircraft dangerous goods

0207905 Disobeying a lawful order of fire ground commander

0207906 Unlawful distribution of water for public consumption

0207907 Unlawful entry to areas closed to human habitation 

0207909 Other dangerous acts, n.e.c.

0208 Acts intended to induce fear or emotional distress
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Fear or emotional distress caused by a person’s behavior or act.

This division includes bullying, cyber-bullying, non-sexual

harassment, and persistently calling a person.

This division excludes:

Acts related to expressions of controlled social beliefs and norms

(08032)

Intentional remark, action or communication (spoken or otherwise)

by a person which harms another person’s reputation, respect,

confidence in which a person is held, or induces hostile or

disagreeable opinions or feelings (0209)

02081 Harassment

Acts that harass or are intended to harass a person.

This class includes harassment; sharing offensive material;

workplace harassment; mobbing in the workplace; bullying in the

workplace; mobbing or bullying outside the workplace; menacing

phone calls not amounting to stalking; private nuisance; and acts

causing alarm or distress.

This class excludes:

Sexual harassment (030122)

Demanding a particular course of action through the use of force,

threat, intimidation, threat to reveal compromising information, or

threat of defamation (0205)

Assault and threats (0201)

Communication intended to hurt a person’s reputation (0209)

Acts related to expressions of controlled social beliefs and norms

(08032)

Intentional remark, action or communication (spoken or otherwise)

by a person which harms another person’s reputation, respect,

confidence in which a person is held, or induces hostile or

disagreeable opinions or feelings (0209)

020810 0208100 Harassment in the workplace

Harassment by a colleague, supervisor or other co-worker in a work

environment or related to employment.

This class includes sexual harassment related to work, education or

training. 

Also includes workplace harassment, mobbing in the workplace and

bullying in the workplace

020819 0208190 Other harassment

Harassment by a person not in a work environment and unrelated to

employment.

This class includes obstructing a duly authorized land survey.
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Also includes mobbing or bullying outside the work place, menacing

phone calls not amounting to stalking, private nuisance and acts

causing alarm or distress.
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02082 020820 Stalking

Unwanted communication, following or watching a person. 

This group includes cyber-stalking; stalking

This group excludes:

Stalking of a sexual nature (030122)

Unlawful and unwarranted intrusion upon the privacy of a person

(0211)

0208201 Stalking

0208202 Peering in the window or lingering outside the residence of the

woman or her child

0208209 Other acts of stalking, n.e.c.

02089 020890 Other acts intended to induce fear or emotional distress

This class includes psychological violence.

0208901 Causing emotional or mental anguish, public ridicule or humiliation

to the woman or her child 

0208902 Destroying the property and personal belongings or inflicting harm to

animals or pets of the woman or her child 

0208903 Engaging in harassment or violence causing substantial emotional

or psychological distress to the woman or her child

0208904 Entering or remaining in the dwelling of the woman or her child

against her/his will

0208905 Inflicting or threatening to inflict physical harm on oneself to control

the actions or decisions of the woman

0208906 Unjust vexation

0208909 Other acts intended to induce fear or emotional distress, n.e.c.

0209 Defamation or insult

Intentional remark, action or communication (spoken or otherwise)

by a person which harms another person’s reputation, respect,

confidence in which a person is held, or induces hostile or

disagreeable opinions or feelings.

This class includes slander; libel; insult; calumny; traducement

This group excludes:

Threat of defamation or insult for a particular course of demand

(0205)

Improper behavior without the intent to harm a person’s reputation

(0208)

02091 020910 Defamation or insult due to the victim’s characteristics or

ascribed attributes

0209101 Libel 

0209102 Slander 
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0209103 Slander by deed 

0209104 Unlawfully publishing acts referred to in the course of official

proceedings 

0209109 Other acts of defamation or insult due to the victim’s characteristics

or ascribed attributes, n.e.c.

02092 020920 0209200 Defamation or insult due to the victim’s ascribed beliefs or

values

This class includes insult or defamation based on religion, political

views, social views or economic views.

This group excludes crimes in which the beliefs and values of the

victim are a motivating factor are identified with the motive tag;

unlawful distinction, exclusion, restriction, or preference based on

beliefs or values (0210)

02099 020990 0209900 Other defamation or insult

This group includes slander, libel, insult, calumny, traducement

when the basis for defamation or insult is not recorded and

defamation or insult to honor and dignity.

This class includes intriguing against honor.

0210 Discrimination

Distinction, exclusion, restriction, unlawful treatment or preference

based on a person’s or group’s race, color, age, sex, language,

religion, opinion, descent or national or ethnic origin which

discourages or prevents equal recognition, enjoyment or exercise of

human rights and fundamental freedoms in the political, economic,

social, cultural or any other field of public life.

This division personal discrimination, group discrimination,

discrimination based on ascribed beliefs and values or ascribed

attributes and characteristics.

This group excludes acts related to freedom or control of

expression of a group (0803).

02101 021010 Personal discrimination

Discrimination and unlawful treatment inflicted upon a person. 

This class includes employment discrimination, wage discrimination,

housing discrimination against a person.

0210101 Denying maternity benefits to an employee

0210102 Dismissing a woman employee due to pregnancy

0210103 Discriminating in employment on account of age

0210109 Other acts of personal discrimination, n.e.c.
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02102 021020 Group discrimination

Discrimination and unlawful treatment inflicted upon a group of

persons as a collective.

This group includes employment discrimination, wage

discrimination, housing discrimination against a group; group

discrimination based on gender, sex, age, disability, race, sexual

orientation, religion, political views, social views or economic views.

This group excludes:

Acts related to freedom or control of expression of a group (0803)

Personal discrimination (02101)

0210201 Discriminating against children of indigenous communities

0210202 Discriminating against HIV patients

0210203 Sexual discrimination against women employees

0210204 Violation of the Indigenous Peoples' Rights Act 

0210205 Violation of the Magna Carta for persons with disability

0210206 Refusing to extend health care services and information by health

care service provider on account of marital status, gender, age,

religious convictions, personal circumstances, or nature of work

0210209 Other acts of group discrimination, n.e.c.

02109 021090 0210900 Other discrimination, n.e.c.

This group includes encouraging others to practice discrimination

against a person or group.

This group excludes acts related to freedom or control of

expression (0803).

0211 Acts that trespass against the person

Unlawful and unwarranted intrusion of the privacy or other rights of a 

person.

02111 Invasion of privacy

This group includes violation of privacy; violation of secrecy of mail;

phone tapping; invasion of solitude or private concerns; invasion of

private computer files; and interfering with mail.

This group excludes:

Invasion of computer data or computer systems that is not an

intrusion upon a person’s privacy (0903)

Unwanted following, watching or communication of a person by

another person (02082)

Invasion of sexual privacy or other acts of a sexual nature (03)

Trespassing on property (0509)

021111 Violation of personal data privacy
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0211111 Concealing security breaches/improper disposal/malicious

disclosure/processing of sensitive personal information

0211112 Unlawful disclosure of confidential information of drug dependents

0211113 Providing access to personal and sensitive information 

0211114 Breach of confidentiality of information

0211119 Other acts of data privacy, n.e.c.

021112 Unlawful disclosure of the Civil Registration and Censuses

0211121 Disclosing birth records

0211122 Unauthorized disclosure of data gathered during a Census

0211123 Violation of confidentiality of census and sample survey data

0211129 Other privacy of civil registration and censuses, n.e.c.

021113 Violation of confidentiality of records

0211131 Violation of confidentiality in cases involving trafficking in persons

0211132 Violation of confidentiality of adoption cases

0211133 Violation of confidentiality of inter-country adoption cases

0211134 Violation of confidentiality of records pertaining to cases of Violence

Against Women and Their Children

0211135 Violation of medical confidentiality regarding HIV/AIDS patient

information and test results

0211136 Unlawful disclosure of confidential information

0211139 Other acts of confidentiality, n.e.c.

021114 0211140 Unauthorized disclosure of information imprinted on access device

021115 Unauthorized wire tapping and recording

0211151 Unauthorized wire tapping

0211152 Unlawful possession, replaying or communication of contents of

recording 

0211153 Unauthorized or malicious interceptions and/or recordings in relation

to terrorism

0211159 Other acts of unauthorized wire tapping and recording, n.e.c.

021116 Unlawful disclosure of tax matters

0211161 Unlawful disclosure of tax amnesty returns or SALNs

0211162 Unlawful disclosure of amnesty tax declaration

0211163 Divulging personal information recorded in the tax register 

0211169 Other acts of unlawful disclosure of tax matters, n.e.c.

021117 Unlawful disclosure of banks matters

0211171 Unlawful disclosure of information on deposits

0211172 Disclosing information relative to the funds or properties in the

custody of the bank

0211179 Other acts of unlawful disclosure of bank matters, n.e.c.

021119 Other acts of invasion of privacy

0211191 Breach of confidentiality of information

0211192 Discovering secrets through seizure of correspondence

0211193 Violation of right to privacy of a child
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0211194 Revealing secrets with abuse of office and of private individual

0211195 Unlawful disclosure of information obtained in the discharge of

official function

0211199 Other acts of invasion of privacy, n.e.c.

02119 021190 0211900 Other acts that trespass against the person

This class includes betrayal of trust.

This class also includes mutilation of a dead body, trafficking in

body parts not amounting to TIP for organ or tissue removal,

destruction of a grave, unlawful use of a dead body, and grave

digging.

This group excludes:

Invasion of computer data or computer systems that is not an

intrusion upon a person’s privacy (0903)

Unwanted following, watching or communication of a person by

another person (02082)
Invasion of sexual privacy or other acts of a sexual nature (03)

Trespassing on property (0509)

0219 02190 021900 Other acts causing harm or intending to cause harm to the

person

This class includes maltreatment through physical abuse or mental

cruelty.

0219001 Inducing, delivering or offering a minor for exploitation

0219002 Keeping a minor in company in a private or public place 

0219003 Neglect, abuse, cruelty or exploitation and other conditions

prejudicial to a child's development 

0219004 Using or coercing a child to conduct illegal activities 

0219005 Maltreatment of prisoners 

0219006 Violation of the Foster Care Act 

0219009 Other acts causing harm or intending to cause harm to the person,

n.e.c.
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